
CUSTOMER PROFILE 
 
PREGIS Corp. “The Packaging People” have been an LE customer since 1992.  They 
manufacture packaging foam in sheets and specialty wrap for fresh fruits such as 
apples, pears, and plums.  They also bond this sheeting to heavy Kraft-type paper for 
making padded shipping envelopes. 

 
APPLICATION 

 
One of the specially designed pieces of equipment in the foam making 

process is the Mezel accumulator. The tendency drive chains were failing 
regularly on the foam sheeter section. 
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9102 SYNTEMP® SYNTHETIC LUBRICANT 
 

PREGIS CORP., Visalia, CA 
 

Mezel (specially designed accumulator for the foam sheeter)    SIC 2621 Paper Mills 

Its superior lubricating qualities reduce wear, friction and heat  
far more effectively than ordinary greases 

Close-up of the right side of tendency drive chains on the foam sheeter section. 



Based on actual user experience.  Individual results may vary.  Product used not intended to supersede manufacturer’s specifications .   

AREA OF INTEREST 
 
The major oil company lubricant they had 
been using on the chain had poor load 
carrying ability, and would not stay on the 
chain very long.  It would wash off.  The 
#40 chain is 300 ft. long and drives foam 
sheeter cut links.  The equipment is in 
use 362 days per year, 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week.  Several specialty 
aerosols were tried on the chain, with no 
improvement in chain life. 
 
LE SOLUTION 
 
In 1992 LE Lubrication Consultant Mark 
Nickel recommended LE’s 9102 
SYNTEMP® Synthetic Lubricant.  This 
product comes in aerosol form and is 
designed for use on open gears, chains, 
cables, sprockets, and slides.  It is very 
tacky, and will stay in place.  LE’s 9102 
carries a 50 lb. Timken OK Load, so 
heavily loaded components are protected 
from friction, heat and excessive wear. 
 
CUSTOMER COST SAVINGS 
 
With the major oil company lubricant, 

PREGIS Corp. was replacing the chain 
three times a year.  The chain costs 
$2.00 per foot (300 ft. chain), and 
coupled with the cost of labor, 
replacement costs can run well over 
$1680.  After switching to LE’s 9102, 
replacement has been reduced to once a 
year.  Over the past 15 years, PREGIS 
has conservatively saved $50,400 in 
chain parts and labor costs on this one 
application alone.  Changing the chain 
out each time results in over four hours of 
machine downtime.  With the increased 
chain life, the use of LE 9102 has also 
provided PREGIS with over 120 
additional hours of machine uptime.  This 
line makes over $20,000 an hour! 
 
OTHER PRODUCTS USED 
 
LE’s 9200 ALMASOL® Dry Film Lubricant 
is being used in several areas where a 
“wet” lubricant cannot be used.  They 
also use LE’s 605 ALMASOL® Vari-
Purpose Gear Lubricant in several NRM 
4” & 6” extruders, LE’s 1275 
ALMAPLEX® Industrial Lubricant and 
LE’s 680 ALMASOL® Worm Gear 
Lubricant. 

We w ant to thank Larry Smith, Maintenance Supervisor and LE Lubrication 
Consultant Mark Nickel for providing the information to prepare this report. 

Mark Nickel 


